
Knitting the National Parks  by Nancy Bates 

Errata – First Edition 

These errors will be corrected in the second printing, which is already underway. 

• Page 9, Introduction:  The reference to Lassen Volcanic beanie pattern.   

           Error:  (pages 198 - 201)   Correction: (pages 202 - 205) 

• Page 105:  Bryce Canyon chart looks like it's missing row 1. 

           Correction:  No rows are missing.  The numbers on the right are misaligned,        
The chart does have 47 rows as it should.  Just ignore that blank row 1 and all is well 

• Page 121:  Glacier Chart looks like it's missing row 1. 

           Correction:  Same as above.  No rows are missing. The numbers on the right are 
misaligned.  The chart does have 45 rows as it should.  Just ignore that blank row 1.  

The following errors missed the 2nd printing deadline and won't be corrected 
until the 3rd printing. 

• Page 143:  Petrified Forest list of yarn used in sample names the colors, but not the 
brand. 

           Correction:  All yarn in Petrified Forest is Stunning String Studio Legacy Worsted.  

• Page 181: Death Valley Chart:  A few of the symbols on rows 14 - 17 are incorrect. 

         This is how rows 14-17 looks in the book.  The highlighted stitches are incorrect: 

 

 

         This is the correct version: 

 

 

• Page 217, Olympic chart:  Rows 27 - 28 are incorrect.  This is the correct version:: 
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